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Abstract—This article exemplifies the establishment of digital electronic 
course in Northwest A&F University, which is a typical agricultural university 
in China, for students who are majoring in electronic information engineering. 
Three major existing problems were systematically analyzed and discussed, and 
three potential and feasible solutions were also provided. This article aims at 
improving the quality of digital electronic course in agricultural universities in 
China, which can in turn better serve for agricultural engineering. 
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1 Introduction 

The higher education system in China is different from that in developed countries, 
where at least one agricultural university has been established in each province to 
support the development of local agriculture [1]. With the rapid development of in-
formation technology, the application of electronic technologies in agriculture is be-
coming increasingly more widespread and important. In order to cater for this, many 
agricultural universities in China have already started the electronic information engi-
neering/science/technology related majors [2]. Among all, Digital Electronic (DE) is 
one of the most important professional basic courses, which covers a wide range of 
topics either in theoretical or practical digital electronics [3]. On the one hand, DE is 
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able to help students to build a basic theory structure and to encourage them to inno-
vate in the field of digital electronic technology. On the other hand, it also establishes 
a solid foundation for those follow-on professional courses and make them possible to 
be in-depth investigated in specialized fields [4]. 

Teaching elementary circuit design can be a challenge because Electrical Engineer-
ing (EE) students often do not see the immediate relationship between cause and ef-
fect, which can be seen, for example, in mechanical engineering experiments [5]. 
Traditionally, circuit-design teaching follows a three-step sequence from introductory 
logic to combinatorial circuits, and a few of lectures later, to sequential circuits. The 
overall goals of the DE course are to analyze and design digital logic circuits, which 
build a foundation for preparing a student to take follow-on courses and to develop 
required skills to solve engineering problems. Main topics include digital systems and 
codes, logic gates, Boolean algebra, logic simplification, combinational logic circuits, 
flip-flops and related devices, programmable logic devices, sequential logic circuits, 
large-scale integrated circuits, and analog-to-digital or digital-to-analog converter. 

In addition, DE in agricultural universities are somehow different from that in tra-
ditional engineering universities [6]. Most graduate students from the major of elec-
tronic information engineering (EIE) in agricultural universities have already had 
some experiences previously or will work in the agricultural engineering (AE) field in 
the future. Therefore, it would be better to teach DE by integrating with the practical 
application in the actual AE application, which would also be helpful for the devel-
opment of students’ future careers. 

More importantly, EIE is a practical application focused major, and thus the re-
quirement for the hands-on experiments are relatively high [7]. Therefore, the compo-
sition of the laboratory is a key part for this major. DE generally not only requires a 
wide theoretical knowledge system and practical hands-on operations, but also expe-
riences to build a bridge between two sides. Therefore, the theoretical teaching and 
hands-on exercise of the course needs proper integration and mutual promotion. 
However, due to the late start of this course in agricultural universities, there are some 
problems facing. In order to reveal the nature of the problem in this work area, this 
article aims at analyzing the most commonly seen problems (three ‘not easy’) along 
with potential solutions via exemplifying DE course in the major of EIE in Northwest 
A&F University, which is a typical agricultural university in China. 

2 State of the Problems 

2.1 Not easy to start 

EIE students often start with DE as a beginner for the follow-on courses such as 
algebra and calculation of learning logic [8]. Considering widely used teaching mate-
rial in China as an example—Digital Electronics Technology Foundation (Fifth Edi-
tion), Tsinghua University Electronics Research Group (eds.), Shi Yan (editor), High-
er Education Press. The first chapter of the book introduces digital systems and codes, 
which mainly includes several commonly used number systems, conversions between 
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different number systems, the characteristics of binary arithmetic operations, the 
complement operation, and a few of common encodings. The second chapter intro-
duces Boolean algebra and logic simplification, which mainly includes three basic 
operations, basic and common formulas, basic theorems, logic functions and their 
representation in logic algebra, simplification of logic functions (formula simplifica-
tion method and Karnaugh map simplification method), and the logic function of 
irrelevant terms and its simplification. Through some personal communications, stu-
dents often have high expectations of the improvement of their practical ability for 
this course. If lecturers only teach theories and formulae at the beginning of the 
course, it will certainly undermine students' enthusiasms. However, these fundamental 
theories and formulas must be well mastered before diving into subsequent chapters 
with considerable applications. In addition, some students are unable to start because 
they have background difficulties with understanding of some theories, which might 
let them, lose the confidence and feel that "this course is difficult to learn". Therefore, 
lecturers are not only required to teach the course content clearly, but also to stimulate 
the enthusiasm of the students, encouraging more interactions and participations in 
teaching DE. 

2.2 Not easy to innovate in verification experiments 

DE is not only highly theoretical but also highly practical [9]. DE provides certain 
level of requirements of hands-on ability for students. For example, in the current 
limited time for theory teaching, it mainly explains the third chapter of gate circuit, 
the fourth chapter of combinational logic circuit, the fifth chapter of trigger, the sixth 
chapter of sequential logic circuit, the tenth chapter of pulse waveform generation and 
shaping, and the eleventh chapter of number-module and analog-to-digital conversion. 
The course contents are keep increasing, as a result, lecturers have to occupy a few of 
experimental courses as supplements to theoretical courses. Therefore, the general 
arrangement of 16 hours for 8 experiments is far away from sufficiency. Experimental 
courses are normally arranged after theoretical courses have already completed some 
contents, which has caused discontinuousness between theories and practices. You 
will need to demonstrate the experiment first if you want to improve the quality of 
teaching. However, there are four major problems exist:  

• It can take considerable time to prepare the experimental demonstration (e.g. con-
necting the circuit in an experiment box as shown in Fig. 1) 

• It is inconvenient to move a few of important instruments and equipment to the 
classroom 

• The demonstration operation process will occupy some time, and therefore, influ-
ence the teaching plan 

• The reliability of digital circuit in the experimental box is low, which may work 
normally when it is ready, but cannot work normally during the demonstration. 
Therefore, in the actual teaching activity, it is only possible to teach pure theories 
of DE. In this case, students will only be able to know a few of names of digital 
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devices and circuit working principles, lacking of digging into specific tasks and 
applications. 

Due to the increase in the number of students, experimental equipment and devices 
are often over-used lacking of timely maintenance. Normally, experimental project 
group was supposed to be a two-person group. However, it resulted in that a few of 
students are not collaborating with others. In the worst case, a few of students tried to 
exchange the experimental box with others to cheat. 

Furthermore, experiments of DE in China mainly focus on validating principles or 
theories [10]. Generally, experiments can be completed where the experimental in-
structions are provided. Although students can learn hands-on skills of assigned in-
struments through experiments. However, without a process of independent thinking, 
it will be difficult not only to really improve students' ability to find, analyze, and 
solve problems, but also to stimulate their desire for innovations. Lastly, because of 
some other random reasons, the success rate is low: most of the time were used for 
debugging in hands-on courses. The design and comprehensive experiments are diffi-
cult for students also due to that, students with different major background are mixed. 
Therefore, lecturers usually provide reference circuits that do not really serve for 
cultivating students' innovative abilities. 

 
Fig. 1. An experimental box used in Northwest A&F University for teaching digital electronics 

(DE) course 

2.3 Not easy to integrate with agricultural characteristics 

The same major has different characteristics in different type of universities [11]. 
For example, EIE major from University of Electronic Science and Technology fo-
cuses on processing and transforming of images, and XiDian University focuses on 
radar information processing. This major in agricultural universities should emphasize 
on specific agricultural characteristics. However, since it has been comparatively 
established for a short period, more agricultural characteristics needs to be correlated. 
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Thus, features of our laboratories is not well highlighted, and the experimental con-
tent is more about general verification experiments as I mentioned in the previous 
section. Taking EIE major from Northwest A&F University as an example, the com-
prehensive design experiment failed to be properly combined with AE and many 
graduate students are even not clear about what is AE. Those students who graduated 
in recent years can still find a desired job though; they do not have a clear direction of 
career life, such as what type of industries they will have a chance to be hired with 
what kind of level of education degree or professional skills. In the “12th Five-Year 
Plan” of China, the government has incorporated AE into one of the ten key input 
projects [12]. Therefore, the development of AE is promising in recent years if AE 
and EIE can be properly combined. 

Characteristics of the curriculum highly reflects the profession of a student. In or-
der to better develop the AE education, it is, therefore, required that DE as a mandato-
ry curriculum. However, how to effectively integrate DE with AE is still a challeng-
ing question that plagues teachers. 

3 Solutions 

3.1 Combining theoretical teaching with hands-on exercise 

Before the class, lectures need to fully review student's curriculum system, clarify 
the teaching objectives, and arrange the lecture contents in a reasonable way. Most of 
students who are majoring in EIE have studied computer basics and C programming 
language, and have already had a certain level of understanding of computer lan-
guages and programing ability before starting DE. Therefore, when the theory such as 
binary and digital logic that referring to the basic operation of the computer can be 
explained as much as possible. For example, the binary arithmetic and the comple-
ment operations should be combined with the features of arithmetic operations in the 
computer language (both of which are binary operations and can only be added by 
shifting) to explain why binary subtraction is needed. Both multiplication and division 
need to be converted into addition operations and how they can be implemented by 
means of an inverted and a complement. Through the combination of theory and prac-
tice, students can have more intuitive experiences. 

The basic theory of DE is different from that of our daily life [13]. It is often ex-
pressed in digital form of 0 and 1, while our daily life is using 0 to 9. If students do 
not master it well, the following contents will be difficult to be understood. Therefore, 
for this part of the theory, the lecturer has to explain it in a systematical way, such as 
the simplification of the logic function in chapter two, the formula method and Kar-
naugh map method are fundamentally important, which need to be clarified in such a 
detailed way. However, these two methods are difficult to be practically applied in 
real cases due to the limitations of the number of variables [14]. Instead, the Quinn-
McLaskey simplification method (Q-M method) is more practical and can solve prac-
tical engineering problems [15, 16]. However, due to the reform of teaching in recent 
years, this part of the course has been removed as the result of course hour reduction. 
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In order to improve the interests and participations of students, this part has been 
handed over to the students for self-studying, who will be asked to present with slides 
on the class. Since students have already learned C programming language a semester 
before, they are asked to use C programming language to implement and demonstrate 
the Q-M method. In this case, the students was interactive with teachers to learn the 
basic theory of DE. 

3.2 Introducing simulation software for interactive teaching 

In the previous introductory undergraduate EE course, students were able to under-
stand digital logic design concepts. Now students will acquire the knowledge of how 
to initially design a digital logic circuit, which allows them to solve real problems. 

Students are requested to develop a combinatorial digital logic circuit that can per-
form a semi-real-life task. During this process, the truth tables must be derived and 
then solved into the most efficient Boolean algebra expression by applying the Kar-
naugh map, the Q-M method, or other algorithms. This expression results are in the 
final digital circuit diagram, which contain logic gates and connections obtained by 
the minimization process. Many useful computer programs are available which allow 
us to achieve various aspects of digital logic design [17–19]. They are ranged from 
simple simulators, specific teaching tools, to advanced and specialized software. The 
authors tested a few of these packages aiming to specifically introduce the circuit 
design teaching, which often perform the functions generally required in undergradu-
ate courses, for example, Karnaugh maps, Q-M method and Espresso minimizations. 

Several programs can perform the simulation of a digital circuit, e.g., Proteus [18] 
and Multisim [19]. However, these commercial software are normally unaffordable 
by undergraduate students. Therefore, a free software, WinLogiLab [20], an interac-
tive computerized teaching suite developed for the design of combinatorial and se-
quential logic circuits can be considered. WinLogiLab comprises of a set of tutorials 
that use the input data provided by student to perform the initial design steps for digi-
tal combinatorial and sequential logic circuits. The combinatorial tutorials are de-
signed to show the links between Boolean Algebra and Digital Logic circuits, and 
follow the initial design steps: from Boolean algebra, truth tables, Exact and the Heu-
ristic minimization techniques, to finally produce the combinatorial circuit. Similarly, 
the sequential tutorials can design simple State Machine Counters, and can model 
more complex Finite State Automata. 

The structure of WinLogiLab, including its major modules, is depicted in Fig. 2. Its 
major clusters are the combinatorial and sequential logic modules. In addition, there is 
a small cluster for the introduction to Numerical Theory. Modules in the combinatori-
al logic are WinBoolean, BoolTut, and WinEspresso. These modules cover logic 
gates, Boolean algebra, truth tables, and logic minimization techniques with Karnaugh 
maps and the Q-M method, and Espresso algorithms. The sequential modules are 
WinCounter and WinState, which cover state counter design and the design of gen-
eral-purpose FSMs. 

The components of the WinLogiLab tutorial suite can be used in two modes. One 
mode is a step-by-step, self-paced, set tutorial that guides students through any of its 
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tasks and serves as an introduction because it provides specific explanatory infor-
mation. Alternatively, students can experiment by designing their own circuits in 
independent self-paced exercises where students use their own inputs. Both modes 
offer sufficient helps and feedbacks to the student in a self-paced learning mode, in 
particular, because students can see an immediate relationship in cause and effect 
through what has happened on the screen, as well as through pop-up feedback com-
ments. This level of understanding would be difficult in conventional Boolean algebra 
teaching where students do not need to go through all steps until the final circuit is 
designed. Input can occur at several points throughout the circuit design sequence by 
using either a manual input or a file saved from an earlier output. 

 
Fig. 2. Structure of WinLogiLab and its relationship with digital electronic (DE) course 

Furthermore, self-tests are available to students. In this test, the student is request-
ed to answer a number of computer-generated multiple-choice or short-answer ques-
tions on digital logic. For example, the student can be requested to enter the Boolean 
equation for a given randomly generated circuit diagram. Similarly, other randomly 
generated questions on circuits, equations, truth tables, or minimization techniques are 
feasible. A true/false feedback will be given immediately after each answered test 
question, and a total score of the number of questions that were correctly answered 
will be given at the end. WinLogiLab is also projector-friendly. 

The most important purpose of introducing this free software is to demonstrate the 
full transition from the numbering system to the testing of the simulated circuit by 
tracing its functioning to students, where the student can learn by participating. Stu-
dents are able to learn at their own paces, discovering principles while completing 
their experiments. Alternatively, they can step through a set of tutorials until they feel 
confident to use their own inputs. 

A student’s initial understanding in digital logic design is a tabulated Boolean truth 
table, which was minimized to a logic circuit schematic or Boolean function. To as-
sess the feasibility of the tutorial suite, we conducted a survey to students of the intro-
ductory digital logic subject. The survey was repeated for two consecutive years. 
According to some participated students, the best feature included that software is a 
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good study aid where tutorials make circuits easy to design, to solve Boolean equa-
tions, and to understand Karnaugh maps. 

In experimental teaching, experiments are divided into basic experiments, design 
experiments, and comprehensive experiments. Basic experiments (such as integrated 
logic gate experiments) generally take actual operations, while design experiments 
and comprehensive experiments are divided into three stages: theoretical design, sim-
ulation, and operation. The simulation stage plays an important role. On the one hand, 
the theoretical design can be modified many times through simulation to verify it’s 
correctness and to further improve its efficiency.  

On the other hand, before the actual operation, by simulating the designed circuit, 
students are able to be familiar with the circuit function, to understand the possible 
reason of circuit failures and potential solutions in advance. The following is an ex-
ample of the design experiment “Eight-way Responder”. The design requirements of 
the experiment are as follows: the host presses the “Start” button and the route starts 
to answer; when the answer is successful, the number of the successful person and the 
responder is displayed. Until the host presses the reset switch, other people will not 
respond again. The function is extensible, convenient, and practical. The theoretical 
design scheme for this is as follows: the input of the answering device is an eight-way 
answer button and the supporter controls the start and reset of the two buttons. The 
input of the answer device may have a light emitting diode indicating that the answer 
is successful, and a digital tube displays the answering person number. A buzzer for 
sound reminding; because the eight-way switch is turned into a corresponding digital 
display, and the display decoder receives the BCD code, in this case, the need for 8–3 
line encoder, such as 74LS148. It is an integrated device with priority encoding au-
thority. The priority is from high to low according to the access terminal number. In 
order to enable the digital control to display the corresponding number of each input 
in a correct way, the reversed code output from 74LS148 must be forwarded. Because 
the encoder is a combinatorial logic circuit, the signal cannot be held. Once the an-
swer button of a certain route ends, the output code will no longer exist, and the digi-
tal cannot be displayed continuously. The latch circuit must be used until the reset 
signal arrives. For this part, the free software WinLogiLab is inconvenient to describe 
the whole circuit very well.  

Therefore, a more powerful software Proteus [18] should be employed by the lec-
turer for simulation design to show the students how it works before the experiment. 
The circuit can be divided into coding section, reset section, display section, and 
buzzer section, as shown in Fig. 3. Each section of the circuit is designed first, and the 
problems occurred can be analyzed and solved systematically, and the circuit is grad-
ually improved. 
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Fig. 3. An example of the design experiment “Eight-way Responder” and its simulation in 

Proteus 

3.3 Strengthening agricultural characteristics 

Students majoring in EIE can take part in national or provincial electronic competi-
tions for undergraduates after they have studied DE [21,22]. These competitions can 
improve students' abilities to a certain level. At the same time, they also need some 
supporting. In most universities, a special electronic innovation laboratory has been 
established for this purpose. Related courses and majors need to be properly com-
bined with the dominant disciplines of the universities in order to obtain specific 
characteristics. Taking Northwest A&F University as an example, AE discipline of 
university has a long history with many distinguished researches. As early as 1946, it 
already had a major in agricultural mechanization, and currently has doctoral program 
and postdoctoral mobile station in AE. 

Therefore, we can consider integrating courses and majors into AE, and establish-
ing EIE majors and related courses under the first-level subject of AE. This will not 
only strengthen the discipline of AE, but also enable EIE and related courses of agri-
cultural colleges to take advantage of their distinguished agricultural background for a 
better development in the future. In fact, increasingly more AE projects need to be 
connected with EIE and related courses. For example, topics such as the design of 
control devices in automatic irrigation of agriculture, seed metering devices in seed-
ing equipment, and the quality nondestructively detection of agricultural products can 
be considered. 

By combining basic professional courses with agriculture, we can highlight the 
characteristics of the agricultural universities and enable students to understand more 
about agricultural engineering simultaneously. Therefore, students are able to under-
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stand that this subject and major can make agriculture achieve a leg-up. It will also 
guide students to establish a sense to serve for agriculture, which will definitely help 
realizing China's agricultural modernization. 

4 Conclusion 

By exemplifying three existing ‘not easy’ problems along with three potential solu-
tions in DE course in the major of EIE of Northwest A&F University in China, this 
article made a good attempt to comprehensively reveal, analyze, and discuss the na-
ture behind the problem and further by proposing the best solution to address the 
existing and potential problems. Especially integrating the interactive simulation 
software (WinLogiLab and Proteus) with the theory lecture can boost the student’s 
interest in this subject, which can lead to uplifting the modernization of China’s Agri-
culture. The Proposed solutions are practical and feasible enough that most of practi-
tioners in this field will benefit from it. 
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